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Onset
It took almost exactly 100 years from Maxwell's first conception of the theory of electro-magnetic waves and the subsequent experimental proof by Hertz in the nineteenth century until the first patent on Doppler Beam Sharpening (DBS) was issued to Wiley in 1965 [1] . DBS was the original attempt to improve the Doppler resolution of moving pulsed radar by exploitation of a synthetically spanned aperture compared to the physical antenna with its very limited resolution. Although somewhat rudimentary because of the neglected quadratic phase history and thereby still a range-dependent azimuth resolution, it is considered the cornerstone of Synthetic Aperture or imaging Radar (SAR). The fundamental idea here is that through the motion of the radar-carrying platform a long synthetic aperture is spanned, along which the radar raw data are focussed, to achieve a high resolution in the flight direction. Besides the essential platform motion, the other vital attribute of SAR is that the recorded data by no means constitute the desired image but instead must first be processed using suitable focussing algorithms, which among others require a precise knowledge of the platform trajectory.
At the onset of SAR, owing to the absence of digital signal processors, the focussing could only be achieved using systems of optical lenses whereby the SAR raw data were recorded on film. This technology was not flexible and only permitted rather moderate results that typically suffered from low resolution, defocussing and other artefacts.
Twentieth century
After advancements for many years in the second half of the twentieth century, SAR has become an indispensable tool for civilian remote sensing as well as military surveillance and reconnaissance. Since the radar sensor illuminates the scene with its own energy and since its microwaves penetrate through clouds, SAR becomes independent from daylight and weather. Further, the SAR resolution is independent of the stand-off range adding to the palpable advantages in contrast to electro-optical systems particularly when mounted on a spacecraft with its global reach and large coverage.
Information about the underlying scene cannot only be derived from the intensity images, but nowadays also by exploiting the information contained in the complex measurement such as polarimetric signatures, the phase history or the variation of the scatterer reflectivity over the frequency. At the end of the twentieth century, there was already a multitude of airborne SAR sensors exploiting the frequency bands from very high frequency all the way up to millimetre waves. Polarimetric and interferometric SAR was already operationally established on airborne platforms, whereby the latter is applied to reconstruct the scene topography (cross-track interferometry) or to indicate scene motion (along-track interferometry). Inverse SAR (ISAR) techniques on ground-based and airborne sensors were devised to generate high-resolution images of moving objects. Following the first ever spacebased SAR Sea-SAT (1978), several very successful experimental space-based SAR missions, like SIR-C/X-SAR, ERS-1/2, J-ERS-1 and RADARSAT-1, have been accomplished in the 1990s and resulted in an eruption of research in this field.
Aptly, the turn of the millennium culminated in a milestone of radar-imagebased remote sensing. With the spectacular Space Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), 80 per cent of the topography of the entire Earth landmass was surveyed in only 11 days achieving an unprecedented three-dimensional resolution; a feat that would have taken an 'army' of land surveyors several decades if done using traditional geodetic techniques. This mission not only meant to overcome tremendous scientific challenges but also pushed the technological limits among others by deploying a 60-m-long extractable boom, the longest structure ever flown in space before construction of the International Space Station. The basics and scientific challenges of single-pass across-track interferometry, the technology employed for SRTM, are introduced in Chapter 6 by Monti-Guarnieri, Rocca and Tebaldini.
Twenty-first century
The early twenty-first century saw mostly evolutionary developments, for instance, an expansion of the used frequency bands and a dramatically improved quality of the SAR imagery in terms of highest resolutions in the order of centimetres as well as persistence over the area of interest. As an imposing example of these advancements Damini, Linderman and Fitzgerald present the VideoSAR concept in Chapter 4. The notion VideoSAR descriptively expresses its goal, namely to continuously monitor a scene of interest over a long period of time producing SAR imagery of quasi-photographic quality in real-time. This kind of performance can only be achieved with enormous technological expenditure employing extreme bandwidth, flexible antenna beam steering along with complex digital signal processing hard-and software.
New algorithms were developed capable of extracting more information about the scattering process, for instance, by exploiting the polarimetric properties together with the across-track interferometric height information (Pol-InSAR). These techniques produce volumetric information, e.g. about forests, an essential step for inferring biophysical parameters such as the biomass. At about the same time, the first SAR systems with multiple parallel receive channels (array antenna) have been established on airborne platforms. A multichannel capability is the prerequisite for a SAR to be sensitive to motion, either to objects travelling on the ground (Ground Moving Target Indication -GMTI) or the surface motion itself such as ocean currents. One promising approach not only to indicate object motion but also to be able to distinguish various motion components within each pixel is based on the Fourier-transform along a stack of SAR images that are co-located in space but slightly staggered in time. This technique is dubbed Velocity SAR and is presented in detail in Chapter 11 by Rosenberg, Sletten and Toporkov for a large phased array consisting of 32 elements mounted underneath an aircraft.
During the first decade of the new millennium, the transition of electronically steerable phased-array technology into the most recent generation of commercial/ civilian SAR satellites took place, like ENVISAT/ASAR, ALOS, TerraSAR-X, COSMO-Skymed and RADARSAT-2. For a small subset of these satellites that carry two parallel receive chains (TerraSAR-X and RADARSAT-2), the relatively mature single-channel SAR imaging capability is today rapidly evolving into advanced multi-aperture SAR concepts. The spatial diversity of multiple parallel receive channels can, for instance, be used to discriminate moving objects from the stationary background, to determine the underlying topography of the backscattering terrain or the large-scale surface motion using single-pass interferometry. The flexible programmability of this newest generation of SAR satellites offers quasi seamless antenna beam steering at a rate equivalent to the pulse repetition frequency and in conjunction with sophisticated array signal processing algorithms opens up entirely novel radar concepts and capabilities from space, which were not previously possible. Although still rather rudimentary, even two parallel apertures offer palpable advantages compared to classical SAR that specialized modes have been designed and implemented on present on-orbit systems after launch. This way swaths widths of the order of 500 km for space-based SAR have been achieved which are today used operationally to aid in the monitoring of maritime approaches. Chapter 7 by Gierull, Sikaneta and Cerutti-Maori provides in-depth knowledge of the state-of-the-art of porting mature airborne SAR-GMTI onto a spacecraft, highlighting the technological and scientific challenges but also the tremendous benefits resulting from being able to do simultaneous GMTI and imaging from space.
Another remarkable evolution in radar imaging is the ever increasing number of nations operating SAR satellites. This feat was in the past a luxury only affordable by G7 economic powerhouses in North-America, Europe and Japan. This group is rapidly expanding comprising more and more smaller developed countries such as Spain and Korea as well as developing nations in Asia like China and India, in South America (Argentina, Brazil) and the Middle East. The maturity and affordability of space-based systems has reached now a point that African countries like Ghana, Nigeria and South Africa are also planning to operate their own SAR missions. In the next few years, more than two dozen SAR satellites will be orbiting and remotely sensing the Earth marking the beginning of a golden age for SAR imaging from space [2] .
The next decades of the twenty-first century will be seeing the realization of qualitative leaps and revolutionary developments for which the scientific and technological cornerstones are currently emerging. These developments can be rather loosely divided into three different groups, smart technologies, multidimensional configurations and novel innovative signal processing approaches. Regarding the first, high-frequency technologies have been hallmarked by vast development leaps. For a few years, imaging radars can now be demonstrated for highest millimetre waves of up to 300 GHz permitting applications of Ultra-Wide Band imaging systems. The exponential advancement and miniaturizing of computing equipment has now reached a point that 'radar-on-chip' becomes viable and permits ever shrinking SAR systems. Cost-effective short-range systems based on this technology can now be mounted on small unmanned platforms such as model planes or drones starting to make experimental exploration of imaging radar affordable to everyman.
As mentioned before, the fast-paced development of digital components started a technological revolution for electronically steered phased array antennas. Instead of the thitherto used complex high frequency equipment with phase-shifters and combiner networks, it is nowadays possible to convert the signals at each element from analog to digital individually and to record them simultaneously. These 'fully digital arrays' will permit the utilization of extremely flexible digital beamforming and sophisticated adaptive radar signal processing opening the door to innovative future radar concepts including many parallel channels and waveform diversity. Fully adaptive digital beamforming in azimuth and elevation can dramatically increase SNR and hence the achievable coverage, overcome stringent ambiguity problems, enhance resilience against electronic interferences stemming from other competing radar sensors or deliberate jamming, or resolve individual scatterers within each resolution cell. One striking example is the High-Resolution Wide-Swath (HRWS) imaging technique which combines digital beamforming on receive in elevation with multiple channels in flight direction to overcome the inherent physical coverage-versus-resolution limitations of conventional singlechannel SAR systems. In Chapter 5 Sikaneta and Cerutti-Maori present a theoretical approach to HRWS that applies to narrow or wide band aerospace SAR systems including squinted acquisition geometries thereby inherently comprising the required signal processing for moving target signals. Within the operational community HRWS is considered the 'Holy Grail of SAR' as the resulting imagery satisfies the partly contrary requirements of various user groups, i.e. monitoring of vast areas with a simultaneous zoom-in capability for recognition and identification. These advanced space systems will be so effective that a relatively small number of them are sufficient to cover gigantic areas in short revisit times, especially if placed on orbits with different inclinations. Although currently not fully realized, application of fully digital arrays for aerospace imaging radars is only a matter of time. Owing to the palpable benefits there is no doubt that payloads with more than two parallel receive paths will materialize in the next generation of space-based SAR [3] .
SAR Interferometry based on two spatial channels was in the twenty-first century extended to multi-dimensional configurations. For instance, one can try to combine the individual data sets of several overpasses from slightly different altitudes in order to build a synthetic aperture across the flight direction. This virtual array in elevation direction may be used to truly image the third dimension (topographic height) in contrast to the classical pixel-based two-dimensional SAR Interferometry, allowing distinguishing a small number of scatterers residing in one and the same range-azimuth cell. This method was named SAR Tomography and has recently demonstrated impressive results particularly from space using various orbits. By merging stacks of across-track interferometric data sets from multiple overpasses, called repeat pass differential interferometry, the slightest height variations of stationary permanent scatterers on the Earth surface over long periods of time can be monitored with accuracy in the order of millimetres. Fornaro and Pauciullo dedicated Chapter 8 to this important and innovative field of 3D SAR imaging research. It is self-evident that these techniques have great potential for the monitoring of slow-paced geological processes or problems provoked by manmade interference such as land subsidence caused by mining activities.
Comparison of SAR images taken from exactly the same location in space with a considerable time lag, e.g. perfectly revisited orbits over tens of days, leads to clear indications of change within the scattering behaviour of the otherwise stationary scenes. This comparison can be done based on the amplitude image or the complex SAR image; we talk about amplitude change detection or coherent change detection each with its individual pros and cons, both with obvious benefits to the intelligence community. These concepts are visited in the context of VideoSAR in Chapter 4 by Damini, Linderman and Fitzgerald.
For bistatic SAR the transmit and receive systems are spatially separated, i.e. mounted on two different carrier platforms, which offers a multitude of advantages compared to classic monostatic SAR sensors. Since the receiving unit does not emit any energy it inherently possesses a low probability of interception for instance against deliberate jamming. The flexible arrangement of the aspect angles to objects offers the possibility to infer complementary information particularly from man-made structures useful for instance for enhanced target recognition or detection of stealthy targets. Specific bistatic formations even provide sufficient resolution in flight direction of the receiver, a feat that is physically impossible for conventional SAR. This property may lead to radar image-based bad weather landing aids for aircrafts or obstruction warning sensors for low-flying helicopters. In the first years of the twenty-first century, the mathematical foundation for bistatic SAR processing algorithms was developed and the technological problems with synchronization of time, phase and beam illumination resolved. Chapter 9 by Walterscheid, Cristallini and Kohlleppel deals with the innovative attempt to exploit bistatic SAR configurations to improve GMTI capability of imaging radars. A milestone of bistatic SAR has been the launch of the TanDEM-X satellite in 2010, a clone to TerraSAR-X, intended to generate a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the entire Earth with almost an order improvement in resolution and accuracy compared to SRTM. This can be accomplished by a much longer and variably adjustable baseline between the antenna phase centres ranging from hundreds of metres to kilometres. In order to derive the required metre-level accurate DEMs the distance or baseline vector between the two satellites must be determined and continuously adjusted with sub-millimetre precision.
Recently, bistatic SAR has been extended to multi-static SAR configurations and multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) systems. Independent operation of each transmit element with optimized waveforms permit a flexible creation of spacetime diversity giving rise to a variety of novel applications. MIMO radars oriented parallel to the flight trajectory can be used to eliminate range and azimuth ambiguities, e.g. already employed for HRWS imaging, while those mounted perpendicular to the flight path permit new forms of interferometry and tomography. If mounted underneath the wings of an aircraft, MIMO arrays can directly image below and ahead, a property physically unfeasible for conventional side-looking SAR. Although suitable merely for restrictive stand-off ranges these radars can provide high-resolution images and three-dimensional maps completely unhindered by typical detrimental SAR effects such as shadowing and foreshortening, a major advantage for imaging in urban settings consisting of street canyons. Stationary MIMO radars with thousands of TR-modules, capable of real-time imaging with millimetre resolution, have already been realized in commercially available body scanners for airports. The innovative approach to combine multistatic SAR configurations with the MIMO concept to advance ISAR imaging capability is being addressed by Pastina and Bucciarelli in Chapter 10.
Outlook
A global, quasi-persistent, three-dimensional, high-resolution radar imaging capability that covers vast areas independent from weather and daylight and that allows to observe slow-and fast dynamic processes on the Earth is becoming increasingly technologically feasible and economically affordable. It offers the potential to radically improve the safety, security and prosperity of mankind, putting today's dream of the radar remote sensing community for the first time into the realm of possibility.
Although the research presented in this book part encompasses the breadth of the present state-of-the art of novel techniques and application of imaging radar science and technology, one exciting recently emerging research branch, Compressive Sensing (CS) for imaging radars, is missing and will most certainly be included in a future edition of this text book. CS based on sparse sampling is finally breaking the dependence on the sampling theorem changing the almost century-old seemingly irrevocable paradigm of digital signal processing, thereby pushing the door wide open to cognitive radar systems. Cognitive imaging radars will function with utmost autonomy, process the observed context in real-time and adapt the transmitted waveform and the radar task depending on the results. By applying knowledge databases, CS will present the image content in an information enriched form, reduced to the essential, thereby extracting value added information already during image formation rather than via subsequent post-proceeding steps.
